Defensive Signals Other.
In the previous lesson we examined the work horse of defensive signals The
Attitude Signal. The attitude signal is the most basic and the most frequently used
defensive signals. The attitude signal is the first signal. Only when the attitude is known
do we consider any of the other signals. When there is any doubt about the signal, treat
the signal as the attitude signal. Once attitude about a particular suit is known then the
other signals come into action. The other signals are the COUNT and the SUIT
PREFERENCE signals.
The count signal tries to tell partner how many cards you have in a particular
suit. The signal does not tell partner the exact number of cards you hold. This signal
tells partner that you have an even number of cards or an odd number of cards in a suit.
Even though it does not specify exactly how many cards you have, in most cases
partner can deduce how many cards you hold by looking at his own holding and what
the dummy is holding.
The suit preference signal is the Cadillac of all signals, this signal tries to tell
partner which suit to shift to or which suit to return the next time he is on lead. To
interpret this signal we eliminate the trump suit and the suit that is being played. We do
not consider the trump suit as we expect the declarer to hold a hefty holding in the
trump suit. We also eliminate the suit being played, as we know the attitude of the suit
that is being played. That leaves two other suits. The suit preference signal tries to point
to one of these two suits. The signal points to the suit that you prefer by the relative size
of the card played. When a higher-ranking card is played then you prefer the higherranking suit between the two in question. When a lower ranking card is played, you
prefer the lower ranking suit between the two in question.
Example: Assume Hearts are trumps and partner has lead the Ace of Diamonds.
Previously you had overcalled in Diamonds so you have five or more Diamonds. Since
you had bid Diamonds your attitude in the Diamond suit is known. So the card that you
will play does not have to show attitude. The card that you will play has to carry a
different meaning. This meaning is suit preference. If you play an unreasonably high
card then you are asking partner to shift to Spades. The higher ranking of the other two
suits. If you play the 2 of Diamonds it say that you want partner to switch to the lower
ranking of the two suits so partner should switch to the Club suit.
By reading the three above paragraphs, we see that the signals themselves are
very simple. The complexity arises in recognizing the situation when a particular signal
is necessary and that this same signal is sent by partner. When do we expect to see a
Suit Preference signal or a Count signal from partner? Which signal is partner sending?
Can we correctly recognize the meaning of the signal? Using the signal that is needed
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and using it correctly, is the skill that has to be learnt by the partnership. This takes
some time and you will make a few mistakes to begin with, but the reward of using the
signals is tremendous. When you start using signals, remember the order of the signals.
Above all remember that the Attitude signal is the first signal. Only when the attitude is
known do any of the other two signals play any part and that too if it is necessary to use
any of the other two signals. Use the signals but do not abuse the signals.
The Count Signal: This signal is an odd signal. It is used only when it is apparent that
this signal is required. If this signal is not required, it is not used. You and your partner
both have to know when this signal is required and then use the signal. If there is no
need for the signal then the cards played do not give any signal. Generally, there are
two situations when a count signal is given. First is when the declarer is leading a suit,
this time the defenders may give count if they think it will be beneficial to their partner.
The second situation is when there is a long suit in the dummy (or the declarer’s hand,
this is difficult to recognize) and either you or your partner hold a stopper in that suit. In
these cases, it is important to know when to
cash in the stopper. If you do not cash your
stopper at the right time then you may lose
your trick if the declarer can ruff it. In the
second situation, if you do not cash the
stopper at the right time, (you cash it too
soon) you will not be successful in blocking
access to a long suit that will give declarer
several tricks. In Figure 1, we show a typical
example, first we assume that the attitude in the Club suit is known. When West leads
the Ace of Clubs and a second Club what holding would East show if East played the 8
followed by the 4? How about the 8 followed by the 7? Or the 7 followed by the 4? All
these show an even number. A high card
followed by a low card shows an even
number.
Look at the diagram in Figure 2.
Here the contract is 3 NT after South
opened 1 NT and North raised the bid to
3 NT. You lead your 4th best Heart and
looks like you have hit the gold mine. The
only entry to the Club suit is knocked out
while you still control the Club suit. If only
you knew how many Clubs does declarer
have? Declarer tries to tempt you and
starts by leading the King of Clubs. You
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carefully watch partner’s card, partner plays the 7, and you let the King win. Declarer
continues with the Queen. You watch partner’s card again, partner plays the 6. Partner
has signaled high low, you know that partner has an even number of cards, When the
declarer follows to the second Club you can count that partner has only two clubs and
the declarer has three Clubs, you should let the Queen also win. You count the cards in
the Club suit, Dummy started with 5, you have three partner has shown two so declarer
must have 3. You should let the Queen also win. When a third club is played you will
win and no more club tricks for the declarer. If partner has signaled low high, he would
be showing a three card suit, that will leave only two for the declarer and you can win
the second round of the Club suit. Declarer has no more Clubs and the suit is dead. In
this example you and partner immediately knew the need to signal count in the Club
suit.
Later in the same deal Declarer will start by leading the King of Diamonds. This
time you have to tell your partner how many cards you have in the Diamond suit. The
Jack of Diamonds could be a potential entry to the stranded Club suit. Partner has to
wait and win his Ace on the third lead of the Diamond suit. This way by a lucky lead and
count signals you were able to hold declarer to just 8 tricks.1
We can give count signals in the trump suit also. The count signal in the trump
suit is a little different. In the trump suit where spending a high trump could cost you a
trick the count signal is reversed. A high
trump followed by a low trump says I have
an odd number of trumps while a low trump
followed by a high trump shows an even
number of trumps. This signal becomes very
useful when there is an opportunity that you
can trump a third round of a suit. Take a look
at Figure 3. Partner leads the 2 of Diamonds.
Declarer wins the Jack and leads the King of
Spades. You win the Ace and play the 10 of
Diamonds. Partner trumps this and returns a
Heart. How did your partner know that he
should return a Heart? That is three tricks for
your side. You next have to decide whether
you should try to cash the Queen of Hearts
or give partner a second Diamond ruff? How
do you know? Partner told you the answer by the count signal in the trump suit. He
1

Declarer could have succeeded in making his contract if he first leads a Diamond from the dummy. Then plays all
the Diamonds from his hand and then leads a Club. When in the dummy he leads a Spade. Wins and leads a Club
and a Spade back. Thus scoring 10 tricks.
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played the 8 on the lead of the trump when you won with the Ace, then he trumped the
Diamond with the 5 so now you know partner has another trump and he can trump one
more diamond for sure so play the third Diamond. If you tried to cash the Heart Queen,
declarer will ruff, draw trumps and make his contract.
In Example eight your partner returned a Heart even though the return of a Heart
or a Club look about the same from his side of the table. Did partner get lucky, how did
your partner know to lead the Heart after he ruffed the Diamond that you led? Was it a
lucky guess? No you and your partner use signals and you told partner what to return
by the use of the SUIT PREFERENCE signal. Your 10 of Diamonds said lead the higher
ranking suit. Spades are trumps so they are out, partner is trumping Diamonds so
Diamonds are out. The remaining two suits are Clubs and Hearts. Since you led a High
Diamond partner will return the higher ranking of the Clubs and the Hearts suits which is
the Heart suit. This signal is discussed below. So please read this paragraph again after
reading the discussion that follows for the suit preference signal. You play so beautifully.
The Suit Preference Signal: Even before we begin to discuss this signal let me caution
you in the use of this signal. This is a very beautiful signal and it almost works like
magic when used properly. Unfortunately, many players, not only beginners but also the
experts, try to use this signal when the meat and potato signal, the Attitude signal,
would work just fine. When one player tries to use the Suit Preference signal but the
other interprets it as an Attitude signal then disaster always follows. Remember this very
carefully, you must know the attitude of the suit before you can use the suit preference
signal (or the count signal).
The Suit Preference signal is used only when the Attitude of the suit is
known to both the players.
The Suit Preference signal works this way. To interpret the Suit preference signal
you do not consider the trump suit; your attitude in that suit is obvious. You do not like
the trump suit. You also do not consider the suit that is being led. You might be
trumping the suit that is being led or your attitude in the suit being led may be known.
That leaves two other suits. The card that you play in this suit then could be treated as a
suit preference signal. If play a high card then you are showing preference for the higher
ranking suit from the two remaining suits, if you play a low card then you are showing
preference for the lower ranking suit from the two remaining suits. It is as simple as that.
The real difficult part is first knowing when a suit preference signal is necessary and
second reading the card as a high card or a low card. When you do this correctly (and
you will do this correctly with a little practice) you will see that Bridge is a beautiful
game.
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Consider the situation shown in Figure 4. Here you and partner both had bid
Hearts. Partner for some reason led a trump. You have just won the Ace of Spades.
Partner did not lead a Heart as he has a tenace
and wants you to return a Heart so you are going
to return a Heart. The only reason partner must
not have led a Heart is because he holds a
tenace and does not want to give up the trick to
the King of Hearts. When you lead a Heart, if
declarer plays the King (or the Jack) on the first
Heart partner will win the Ace (or the Queen) and
will want to know how to get to your hand so you
can lead another Heart. The dummy holds the
Kings to both the minors so left to his own
judgment partner may get it right and lead a
Diamond or he may get it wrong and lead a Club.
You have to tell your partner which suit to lead so
he will not get it wrong. If you return the 9 of
Hearts partner will return a Diamond and you can win the trick. If you return the 2 of
Hearts partner will return a club. Since this time you want a Diamond lead return the 9
of Hearts to partner. The 9 of Hearts is a high Heart. So you want the higher ranking of
the two suits, (do not count Hearts or the trumps) the higher ranking suit is the Diamond
suit so partner will return a Diamond and you will take two Diamond tricks and return a
second Heart. That is one use of the suit preference signal.
A caution about the Suit Preference signal, in general it is hard to signal for a
Club (or the lower ranking suit). In situations where a high card asks for the higher
ranking suit a little card does not automatically ask for the Club (or the lower ranking)
suit. More often than not little cards are best used to show attitude in that suit. If your
partner plays a little card in a suit preference situation, it is logical that if partner cannot
ask for a higher ranking suit, he may like the lower ranking suit but this is not for sure. It
is only a general hint. While the high card is unmistakable, to get the low card correct
you have to develop an understanding with your partner and have practiced the suit
preference signal several (tens may be hundreds) of times before you will get it right.
Now that you know what the suit preference signal is go back and read the end
discussion of Figure 3 on page 4.
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Figure 5 shows one deal to
demonstrate the use of the suit
preference signal. During the bidding
you have bid Hearts and partner has
shown strong support for Hearts. You
lead the King of Hearts; Partner plays
the Jack of Hearts. Normally this
would indicate a singleton and you
would lead a small heart for partner to
ruff. This time however, you know that
partner has at least three Hearts
(remember he raised your suit) so the
Jack is not a singleton. Since you and
your partner are playing Suit
Preference signals, the Jack must be
a signal for you. Partner wants you to
lead the higher ranking of the other two suits, reading this you will duly lead a Diamond.
The other two suits (not counting the Hearts or the trumps Spades) are the Clubs and
Diamonds. The higher ranking suit is Diamonds. This switch is necessary else, the
losing Diamonds from declarer’s hand will go away on Declarer’s strong Clubs.
One word of caution about the Suit Preference signal. This signal is used only
when an immediate action is required. So when you receive a strong suit preference
signal from partner obey it immediately else in most occasions it will be too late.
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